[Pharmacoeconomic aspects of use of structum in osteoarthrosis].
To study cost-effect efficiency of structum in patients with knee and hip joint osteoarthrosis (OA) in a multicenter trial. The trial enrolled 192 patients with OA. 110 patients had knee joint OA and 82 patients hip joint OA. The patients received structum for 6 months. Efficacy of the treatment was assessed before use of structum and after it by standard methods. Integral effect of therapy was estimated according to the special program complex. The cost of the drug therapy included the cost of structum and nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) on conversion to 1 mg of diclofenac plus the cost of treating side effects. The efficacy per unit cost was calculated by the formula: E1xC2/E2xC1, where E1--integral efficacy of therapy before using structum, E2--integral efficacy of therapy in administration of structum, C1--cost of drug therapy, C2--cost of drug therapy in using structum. E2 was equal to 94% for knee joints OA and 92% for hip joint OA, E1 and C1--21 and 19%, respectively. C2 was equal to 108.43$ for knee joint OA and 106.97 for hip joint OA, C1--29.3 and 27.44, respectively. The efficacy per unit cost for knee joint OA was 94 x 29.3/21 x 108.3 = 1.21, for hip joint OA 92 x 27.44/19 x 106.97 = 1.24. The figures evidence for much higher efficacy per unit cost of structum vs routine NSAID. The multicenter trial gave grounds not only for clinical efficacy of structum vs NSAID but also for cost-effect advantage of structum in therapy of OA.